Daily French
Beginner (A1-A2)
Collective (15 people maximum on site) or individual classes

Improve your communication skills to boost your integration in the daily life in France.

Purposes

Method and means

- Communicate simply while speaking and writing.
- Describe, relate and explain elements of your
familiar environment.
- Mention subjects related to immediate needs.

- Method based on action
- Mediums adapted to your needs
- Educational platform on line

85% of
success

Contents
Contents are adapted to the participant's needs, rhythm and starting level.
-

To know how to present yourself
(ex : identity, age, close relations, housing, etc.)
To describe daily activities
(ex : habits, tastes, timetable, etc.)
To mention your history and projects
(ex : background, job, desires, dreams, etc.)
To interact simply by phone
(ex : to fix an appointment, leave a message, etc.)
To get informed, describe, characterize (ex : people, items, places, etc.)
To ask of and explain a route
(ex : find your bearings, explain a direction, a route, etc.)
To interact in formal relationships
(ex : in shops, at the doctor's, at the bank, etc.)
To write and fill in simple documents
(ex : forms, informal emails)
To read simple daily documents
(ex : posters, leaflets, boards, menus, maps, etc.)
To master the linguistic points studied in class
(grammar, vocabulary, phonetic)

Knowledges assessment
1
2
3
4

A starting test to evaluate your knowledges and skills ahead of the training.
During the training, tests on specific points approached in class.
At the end of the training, a final test to assess your progress.
If the participant wants, he / she can pass a DELF A1 or A2.

And after?
You can integrate a course of « FLE au quotidien », intermediate level or enter a « FLE à visée professionnelle »
session.

Disable people welcoming
The Apostrophe FLE site is not adapted to physically disable people: we could rent other locales adapted if needed.
Please contact us.
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